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This project is inspired by Noguchi’s 
sculpture Another Land, 1968. A system of 
waves was derived and abstracted to create 
a space for one person to view Noguchi’s 
artworks virtually during COVID-19.

The entire space acts as a container, the 
viewer is navigated by waves, which are 
represented by stairs, handrails, ceiling, and 
partition. 

As the viewer moves through the space 
experiencing different eye levels and 
have interactions with waves, he/she also 
becomes a part of them.



SCULPTURE RESEARCH

ANOTHER LAND Elevation

System Diagrams

Plan

"When I refer to it as land sculpture, this is what 
I mean—water flow, nature’s passage."
  
                                                           -- Noguchi

1968
Stone

Axonometric

Surface Wave Thickness
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SYSTEM DIAGRAMS - REVISED

Surface Wave Thickness

This diagram is to show the surface- flat 
surface vs special texture surface. 

The gradation of density shows the boundary 
and connection between two kinds of texture.

Giving a sense of chaos vs organized.

This diagram is abstracted from the form 
of water flow, which Noguchi used as the 
inspration of his sculpture.

The gradation, from light to dark, showing the 
change of the speed of water flow.

Thinking of thickness, it can be regard as 
stacking layer by layer.

The area that has more overlapping lines 
indicates thicker, and less overlapping place 
means thinner. 
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TERM

Of Wave

- Noun.
1. Of water - a rised line of water that 
moves across the surface of the sea 
ocean, etc.

2.Of feeling - a sudden increase in a 
particular activity or feeling

3. Large number - a large number of 
people or things suddenly moving or 
appearing somewhere

4. Movement of arm/hand/body - a 
movement of your arm and hand from 
side to side

5. Of heat/sound/light - the form that 
some types of energy such as heat, 
sound, light, etc. take as they move

6. In hair - if a person's hair has a wave 
or waves, it is not straight but curls 
slightly

               
                -- Oxford Dictionary of English

- Verb.
1. Move hand/arm - to move your hand 
or arm from side to side in the air in 
order to attract attention, say hello, etc.

2. Move freely - to move freely and 
gently, for example in the wind, while 
one end or side is held in position

3. Hair - to curl slightly

               
                -- Oxford Dictionary of English

- In this project
1. Ripple - creating a serious of water 
ripple by assuming to drop the Noguchi 
sculpture into water

2. Dynamic - abstracted from the action 
when it happens 

3. Experience - Not the real wave, but 
the experience of waves

4. Interaction - when viewer is navigated 
by waves, he/she also become part of the 
wave

5. Functional - waves can be utilized as 
stairs, a desk and chairs in the space.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KKNnjFpGto
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TECTONIC LANGUAGE

Up : DownSpread

The spread of waves relate to the 
different run of stairs. 

Stairs going different direction 
create different height spaces.

Loose : Intense

Different density of wavevw for 
the floor and ceiling system.
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Skin : Skeleton Horizontal : VerticalOverlap

The extruded overlapping area 
becomes the form of furniture.

Linear elements on the opening Different systems between the 
floor and the partition wall.

TECTONIC LANGUAGE
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PROGRAM

Axisymmetric

Theroy: book
            class
            research...

Information: about Noguchi
                    his artworks
                    his museum...

Practice: exercise
              test
              apply into daily life...

Experience: scale
                  material
                  details...

Get information

Have experience

Transition (digestion)

AdjacencySequence
- How do we understand our world?

- How do we understand Noguchi's 
artwork in this situation?

Information

Information

Direction

Main Entry

Main Entry

Threshold

Threshold

Experience

Experience

"Information" is to view online, 
getting a basic understanding 
of Noguchi.

"Experience" is to interaction, 
having a visual experience 
with artworks.
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Section A 
Looking Towards 
Pause AreaMaterials

Section B 
Looking Towards 
Experience Area

Concrete (gray) Concrete (white) Brick

Stone (dark) Stone (light) AluminumGlass
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Section C Looking Towars Information Area

The Insert Side Table by ferm LIVING

La Carpenters Workshop Gallery de New York 
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WAVE

Levels Unit

Upper

Ground

Underground

The areas are placed axisymmetrically, and center points 
of waves are connected to create the edge of different 
heights.
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INFORMATION AREA

Allows viewer to search the 
information about Noguchi.

Experience

Space Properties
Spread

Skeleton : Skin

"Spread" is applied on stairs, to 
create different runs of steps.

Skylight : Window - to provide 
viewer a different experience of 
nature light.

Starting from the entry and go 
through waves, get information and 
appreciate the view from window and 
skylight.
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EXPERIENCE AREA

Intense : Loose

Projector : AR Ceiling

Up : Down

"Intense : Loose" means the different 
density of floor and ceiling.

"Up : Down" means the oppisite 
direction of stairs.

Allows viewer to see Noguchi's 
artworks by a projector.

Experience

Space Properties
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PAUSE AREA

Overlap

The overlapping area of waves 
creates the shape of stool.

Used the form of waves from 
the floor system and enlarge 
one part of it.

Have a seat, chill

Space Properties

Horizontal : Vertical
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CIRCULATION

Use heights to navigate viewer.

The  circulation sequence from the Information 
Area to the Experience Area.

1.

2.3.
4.

5.6.
7.

8.9.

Horizontal Circulation
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CIRCULATION

Vertical Circulation

21"28"

21"

70"
49"

48" 95" 120" 245" 59" 30" 132" 53" 120" 17" 31"
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Main Entry

Information Area

Experience Area

Pause Area

In this space, viewer is able to 
see the different height stairs 
and the entire view of handrails, 
part of handrails are above 
viewer's eye level, to create a 
sense of immersed.

Information area is the highest 
platform in the space, so all the  stairs 
are below the eye level.  And the 
viewer can also appreciate the main 
door and the skylight at this spot.

In this area, the viewer is able to 
experience both up and down stairs, 
and also appreciate the ceiling to get 
a feeling that "I am in a wave".

In this area, the viewer can have 
both horizontal and vertical 
experience of wave systems.

EXPERIENTIAL VIEWS
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VIEW

View A - at main entry looking toward information area 

A
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VIEW

View B - at information area looking toward pause area

View C - at experience area

B

C
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VIEW

View D - at threshold looking toward information area

View E  - at pause area

D

E
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CONNECTION: RIPPLE - RIGHT ANGULAR Main entry - Community threshold

Plan Section

To connect different system, creating the 
gradation of form about the transition from wave 
to rectangle.

Wave and angle

Round and square

Transformation

Changing height
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CONNECTION: RIPPLE - RECTANGULAR
Connection - Plan

Connection - SECTION
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View at main entry looking toward threshold View at threshold looking toward main entry

VIEW
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VIEW

View inside the connection
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CONNECTION THRESHOLD - PLAN
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THANK YOU!


